
The complete line 
of batteries to power 

today’s vehicles into tomorrow.

Power 
for the road ahead.

Power 
for the road ahead.

Navigating the morning commute. 
Dropping kids off at school. 
Going on a grocery run.
Your customers rely on their vehicles to keep their daily lives 

moving. However, hitting the road has gotten a lot more 

complicated. Today’s drivers are behind the wheel of vehicles 

jam packed with amenities, electronics, sensors, navigation 

and start-stop systems – all demanding more and more power 

from batteries. Batteries that fail to keep up will grind a 

busy day to a halt.

To keep your customers happy and comfortably cruising, 

you need the right kind of battery technology that will meet 

their multi-faceted service requirements.

It’s time to take charge of your customer’s needs.

Help your customers find the power 
they need with Deka’s complete line 
of battery options.
Our robust line of products are strategically designed 

to provide sensible power for the many kinds of vehicles 

on the roads today, including the 12-volt systems in EVs.  

From our high-performance future-focused Intimidator 

AGM, to the dependability of the Deka Ultimate, Gold, 

and Standard, you’ll have your customers covered and 

powered to go boldly down the road ahead.

See specifications for 
complete line or 
watch video

CLICK HERE

CERTIFICATIONS SUSTAINABILITY
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“Good enough” just isn’t good enough anymore.
DEKA ULTIMATE EFB BATTERY SERIES
Sophisticated and Practical Power

As vehicle electrification has skyrocketed, so has the power demanded of batteries. 

Start-Stop system integration and other technological advancements require more 

cycling and recharging than standard battery designs. Deka Ultimate Enhanced 

Flooded Batteries (EFB) provide a flooded premium, cost-competitive option to 

meet the growing electrical demands of today’s vehicles.

■ Carbon Loaded Active Material Additive increases charge acceptance 
which decreases the risk of a battery that’s not properly charged

■ Glass Fiber Coated Separators provides greater durability in frequent 
cycling applications to extend service life

■ Premier quality flooded design

Please note: If a vehicle currently has an AGM battery, then it’s important that it‘s replaced with an AGM battery 
to ensure that the vehicle’s battery management system works properly and to maintain optimal battery health.

DEKA INTIMIDATOR WITH EHP
Essential Batteries for the Electrification of Vehicles

Our Electric & Hybrid Performance (EHP) batteries are specially designed 

and uniquely capable of delivering the power needed by EVs, HEV, 

Start-Stop systems and other auxiliary services for critical vehicle function. 

These batteries are designed to provide safe, reliable power in any location 

of the vehicle.

■ Superior electrolyte in glass mat retention 
maximizes long-term capacity

■ Individual cell venting

■ Ultra-dependability from enhanced 
valve-regulation system

■ Spillproof durability critical for the variability 
and safety of installation locations required

■ Premium maintenance-free power delivers 
optimized starting and cycling service

■ Spillproof design provides added safety for user 
and protection for sophisticated electronic equipment

■ Intimidating durability withstands demanding 
conditions like start and stop driving

■ Faster, more efficient recharging and better 
performance in colder temperatures

DEKA INTIMIDATOR AGM BATTERIES
Future-Focused Technology

Deka Intimidator AGM batteries provide the confident power 

that supports the advancing technology of today's vehicles. 
With a highly-efficient AGM design, you can better protect the 

battery's performance over time while providing more power 

for the vehicle's electronics. 

■ Premium starting and reserve power

■ Fortified posts, straps, and welds resist vibration

■ Flush cover, maintenance-free design enhances  
overall battery performance, safety, and convenience

DEKA ULTIMATE, GOLD AND STANDARD SERIES
Trusted, Dependable Deka Power

The Deka Ultimate, Gold, and Standard battery series 

feature our exclusive Optimized Power Plate technology 

delivering high quality and reliable performance for 

vehicles on the road today. Each battery line is built with 

the power options needed to get engines of all sizes

started and running with the performance and 

dependability you’ve come to expect from the Deka name.

Power
for the road ahead.

See design features   

CLICK HERE

See AGM special 
design features

CLICK HERE

Learn more about EHP

CLICK HERE

https://www.eastpennmanufacturing.com/powerfortheroadahead/#agmintimidator
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